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Bunch Length Measurements in the SLC Damping Ring
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Abstract sufficient for most of the measured bunch lengtils between
2 and 25 mm (cr_). The thickness of the cumulated lenses

The synchrotron light of tile SI,C damping ring was used to and windows of about 50mm must also be taken into ac-

measure the bunch length with a streak calnera at different count. With no frequency filter a delta pulse with a wide
times in the damping cycle. There are bunch length oscil-- spectrum of 400 to 800nm produces about a 7ps FWttM
lations after injection, different equilibrium lengtl, during long signal. Achromats compensate this effect only slightly
the cycle duc to rf manipulations to avoid rnicrowave in- (actually they overcompensate), since they are in general
stability oscillations, and just before extraction there is not conlpensated to be isochronous.
a longitudinal phase space rotation (bunch muncher) to
shorten the bunch length. Measurements under these dif-
ferent conditions are presented and compared with BPM 2.2 Connection to SLC Control System
pulse height signals. Calibration and adjustment issues
and the connection of the streak camera to the SLC con- Since the normal one-dimensional analyser of the streak
trol system are also discussed, canmra could be used only locally, the output of the streak

camera was imaged to a gated camera (spare) which has a
high gain so that even single photons are detected. With
this set up we could see correlations between y and z at

1 Introduction injection (or x and z) and use digitization techniques for
a normal camera, which is supported by the SLC control

Different techniques exist to measure the bunch length system. These include calibration of the scales, projections
of az = 2 to 25 mm. A bunch length measurement in in z (and y) and fitting with a gaussian (or other) distri-
the damping ring (DR) using the synchrotron light and a bution to the data, statistical averaging, correlation plots
streak camera has the advantage that it is a non-invasive with other paranaeters (e.g. store tithe), etcmeasurement and can be used at different times in the

damping cycle. In contrast, a bunch length measurement

with a screen in the dispersive region of the ring-to-lina_ 2.3 Calibration
(RTL) compression region is invasive (a wire might be suit-

able), measures only the extracted bunch length, and is The inclusion of the gated camera made a calibration nec-
limited by the non-linear RF slope for longer bunch length, essary. For slow sweep speeds the shift of the centroid in
We will discuss here the first technique. After describing mm could be compared with the change in time (0.1 ns
the set up and calibration, we will present measurements steps) of the variable delay unit (VDU). A correct calibra-
during the store time and discuss their implications for tion will give a slope of A = 300 mm/ns the velocity of
longitudinal phase space, light.

2 Streak Camera Set Up ___1_ J i l 1 ,
o4 _ ; --

The synchrotron light for the DRs is guided with five nlir- 03 i_;_

rors and two achromatic lenses over 15m to an optical _ o_ _r _,",_

m_

table, where it is split for turn by turn size measurements " _'_-
with a gated camera [1] and for length measurements with _z oi _i_ tq},_ ,., _.a q''_'_ '

a streak camera. The streak camera, is manufactured by "°°4':_' "t;}}'_{!' {_'a a, _i!{1,, _ir_'''' ,+ -

Hadland Photonics [2] with a IMACON 500 streak tube. _ { ta,_$_+Cvi .¢a0a¥+_4.++f _, ._.i,_+r

.02 I I 1 i [ _ '2.1 Resolution 0 _o ,0 e0 00 _00 _0 z._

The advertised resolution is 2 ps. The measured resolution LENOTHINNN

is 6 ps (FWttM) [3] deterrnind using a feinted-second laser Figure 1" Calibration technique.pulse. This corresponds to a _r-resolution of 0.8 mm and is
For the faster sweep speeds the light was splitted, delayed

"Work supported by the Department of Energy contract DE- (105mm) and combined. The double pulse (bottom) shows

AC03-76SFO051S. _ar_l!_e_c_c_el_ea_|_ ,_ .._/,_/r[_ ezactly this separation after the right calibration.Presented at the P "" to Conference (PAC '93), Washington.DC. May 17-20. 199"_ _._
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For f_L<der,_;veep speeds this techilique is nbi, apl>ropri- 3.1 Firs|, t]_lll'll

ate, since ttw tirningjiIt(,r of 20 t)s d,)rziina.tcs the llle&._llrc-
lnelit. "I'}lercfore the light w:u_ st,Iii aIl,t coiiihiil(:d after At'tor nearly one turn ttie [irs( llle_t.StlrelrllcIit Call be dono.
105 ± 5rnm. The set)aration of Ll_is<t,)_l,l,' pu,sc' (Fig. 1). Sizes of 2-4 zl_r,_ (ct,) were, obser'.cd, correlations with y
w_s measured witll the streak camera;rod tlm calil,ratioIi seen arid a._yllllnetries recognized (Fig. 2). Ew.m pre- or

adjusted a.ccordii@y (15 % off fmin ext,ecttJd scaled value), postbunclles, one S-band bucket away froln the inain bunch
Tab. I sutllmarizes the mea.sured valm.s. (.\ = 105 Inin) of up tc) 5 % were oi)served. This irlf¢,rnla-

ti¢)n was used to opt, ilniz(, injection paranlt:iers.
Streak Canlera Calibral.ion

Str_ak Digil, izer Colnparison Res¢)lutiol, 3.2 Injection Oscillations

speed I)in/mrn(m) ps/eh (old) in mll_ Since the bunch length and the energy spread of the in-
5 IlS/Inln 11.4 80.9 270 j(:ct(d bullch is no(. matched to the longitudin,_d acceptance
2ns/turn 37.9 33.5 107 of the 1)II. (this cmlld t>e done with a "bunch muncher",
1 ns/milJ 67.7 18.1 59 se(.',b(+>w), the beam performs bunch length oscillations

500l)S/min 130.0 8.65 42 with an ainplitude of _-i:13mm around the equilibrium of
200ps/n_m 270.0 3.49 22 15nim (¢7_). (Fig. 31. These decohere after about 0.3msor
100 ps/rnm 0.57 1.73 1,1 2500 turns wttich semns long, but one has to consider that a

50 ps/ir).n_ 1.14 0.89 6.5 partly filamerlted beam with for instance three peaks in the
20ps/mm 4.1(3.6) 0.31 _2 t)rojec(.ed distribution (observed) will be fitted with only

one Gaussian with a too small ¢r_. 3)he initial big value is
TaMe 1" Calibration summary, mainly the resolution of the 2hd fi_stest sweep speed of the

streak camera used for these mainly big sizes.
For each streak ,speed seltin 9 lhc video digitizer was calf
br'ate& 7'he inverse of the old calibration (i)_ ps/channel) 3o _=__,_.___k____.._t .......... L_....... _t.._

The resoh, tion is mainly limited by the slit opening and _u....
spatial caniera resolution for the slow speeds and the streak

tube itself (timing of electrons) for" the fast speeds. _i

bl

3 Bunch Length Measurements _=;'_--- I 1 I 1111tltt {{ -
Different times during the store cycle were studied corre- I [) t
sponding to the different type of investigation. The first 10-- I -
turn, injection oscillation, longer bunch le,lgth during the
low rf voltage ("DI:L-ramp") and the pre-compression at u .... _--..... r..... -T........ 1....... ' I r ........ l---
the end of s(,ore time (" bunch muncher") were ali studied. 0 .4 .B 1.2 _. exi0_

tRIG DRI2 814 BEAM 59 ISIREAKI STRT= 178g. SI[:PS=IOO SIZE= 23529

30 r [ .L [ J........ J 1
., ) WlDTHoCO×B.OW ........ Figure 3" Injection oscillations of the bunch length.
-b--I WIDTHo2_t_.l_ Z, -- The digitized bunch length (XWIDTH) in mm is plotted/ KURTOS lJS ".509 ['t"
_n .--1 5_t]w -. 20# ,_,
"_/ _+{_{_v 3.703 l t -- versus the time in 200 turn steps (23529.._ ns) directl?l af-

_ _[ M_'_CI'73 f I ter injection. 7'he measured size i,_cludes the resoh, tion

-_"_ ii-00_--4 ¢._,_,,,,.__/ ,'/ i_,,._.,_,_,,, .... _--- 3.3(6"5m"))whichmustbesubt"actedi')quadratureDRI'{F Voltage Variation "
0u 1 I I 1 l 1 After the injected beam is captured at high rf voltage

0 20 40 150 80 100 120 1"_0 (Vrl : 800kV) the voltage is reduced to about 400kV
LENGTHIii I'la to achieve a longer bunch length which is insensitive Lo

AoG{XI==_.2.514A0• Al./."E×Pl'O.'J'((X-XOIISIOM^i,,2)I262.34)E.2A1= _.ee2ZUHC_C'/".03_a._)C"l: microwave instability oscillations [4]. The bunch length
X0 = [7.0168 '/- .005401E 1 MM SIGMA = 13.9301 '/" . 11281 lE 0 I"1" (resolution subtracted) changes from 11.0 to 17.0 and back

to 10.5 mm (Fig. 4). lt should be mentioned that the Ion-Figure 2" Bunch distribution after the first turn.
gitudinal phase space is not to_ally damped down at the

7"he bunch length is determined not only by the injected extraction time and that the bunch length is much longer
length but also by the length energy correlation, which was than the design value of 5mm. The higher energy spread
in this case pretty high causing a long bunch with a big which turns into bunch length in the linac (with no bunch
asymmetry, muncher) induced a bunch lerigth variation which could

not be detected directly.
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Figure 4: Bunch letiglh during the DR RF raxnp. Figure 5: Pre-compression of the bunch length.

After about 2.5ms (zero here)after inject_+on tt, e rf volt- The measured (digitized) bunch length in mm is plof
age in the damping ring is ,'educed by a facto," of roughly ted against lhc lasl 15#s before extraction. The pre-
two 0oy). Th_,, aboulares t_ter o_0.6ms bdo_e_.t,._- compression,,_asset _oeO_ =00.5-8.#/10.S (_op). rbe
lion (boilom) the rf voltage is set lo its nominal value and inverse of the peak signal of a BPM ("sum-signal") shows
the bunch length starts lo decrease but not totally to its a similar re_t, onse (middle) while the phase (bottom) is
equilibrium, mainly compensated.

3.4 Pre-Compression (Bunch Muncher) software. Special thanks go to T. llimel for updating the

To reduce the extracted bunch length at the end of the video software.
store time, two 2.5 #s long dips in the rf-amplitude are ap-

plied. This excites a bunch rotation in longitudinal phase References
space [5]. A pre-compressed bunch length for injection into
the RTLis achieved (Fig. 5). [1] M. Minty ct al., Using a Fast-Gated Camera for

Measurements of Transverse Beam Dislributions and

4 Conclusion Damping Times, Accelerator InsLrumentation Work-
shop, Berkeley, Oct. 1992.

After calibration the bunch length measurements with the
streak camera give absolute values. Beyond the easier to [2J IIadland Photonics, Sunnyvale, CA 94087.
use BPM peak signal, which could be also calibrated e.g. [3] J. Frisch, private communtcation.

with the streak camera, the gr.teak camera gives additional [4] P. Krejcik et al., High In.tensity Bunch Length !nsta-
information about the asymrr, etry, the y-z (z-z) correla- bilities in the SLC Dampin 9 Rings , PAC 93, Wash-
tions and pre- or post-bunches, ington, May 1993.
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